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Key Ingredients to Success: How are coalitions putting change into motion?

Key Takeaways Strategies for Influencing Change

Show me the data!

Value general interest 
as a foundation to 

engagement

Sweat the Small Stuff

Talk the talk, but 
money walks

Interest

Quick Wins

Funding

Data

• Sustain momentum by making the work interesting
• Keep goals broad enough to promote inclusivity
• Honor general interest and retain people’s curiosity
• Create a network that allows individuals to plug in 

where and when they can and want to

• Celebrate progress with early successes 
• Plan and execute quick win(s); this adds worth to the 

process and helps people to stay engaged
• Achieve tangible results (no matter how small) that 

show people what is possible, then people want more

• Appreciate the planning process with purpose to do in 
order to see change

• Tap into funding sources that create momentum to do
• Strike a balance between planning dollars and monies 

available for actual implementation 

• Collect data to illuminate and educate
• Conduct assessments to provide evidence of need(s)
• Develop activities based on emerging priority areas 
• Map a shared vision using the data as the road signs 

and mile markers of action

Coalition Development & Policy Transformation: 
Summary of Key Informant Interview Results Among HEAL Grantees 

Healthy Eating Active Living (HEAL) grantees funded to implement Built Environment (BE) and Healthy Food 
and Beverage (HFB) strategies as part of the Cancer, Cardiovascular and Chronic Pulmonary Disease (CCPD) 
Program are involved in the Policy/HEAL micro-level evaluation, which involves qualitative analyses of key 
informant interviews. 

This report summarizes findings from 29 interviews conducted in June 2016 that were completed with BE 
and HFB grantee coordinators and respective members of coalitions. Interviews aimed to understand the 
stages of coalition development, specifically the components that help drive progress towards policy 
changes within communities. The following summary of results describes: 

1. Four key “ingredients” of the process for influencing change in a community and/or adopting and 
implementing a policy, practice, or procedure to support healthy behaviors (e.g., enhance access 
to walking/biking or support the consumption of healthy foods and beverages). 

2. Ten components that contribute to coalition development, called the “P’s of Policy” 
transformation, which identify strategies for coalition success in community change. 



Meet the work where it’s at. Current members 
make decisions that generate momentum 

towards progress.  

Right People at 
the Right Time

Clear Direction; 
Keep Eyes on the Prize

Everyone Contributes 
to the Big Picture

Communities are the    
Frontline to Problem-Solving

Building & Sustaining Trust

Get Proximate to the Problem 
to Change the Climate

Live Within Your Means 
(Bandwidth and Budget)

Constructive Conflict 
Leads to Innovation

It Takes a Village 

Be True to Your “Be” 

PEOPLE

Evaluation of HEAL Grantees: What makes a coalition effective?

Key Takeaways Strategies for Coalition Success
P’s of Policy

PROBLEM-
SOLVING

PRIORITIES

PALETTE

PROTECTION

PROXIMITY

PRAGMATISM

PERSPECTIVE

POTENCY OF 
THE 

POPULACE

PURPOSE

Mobilize people when there are clear 
mandates, goals, objectives, and activities. 

Value each member’s contribution to the 
change process; every color of a painter’s 

palette influences the final product.  

Share ideas freely and work to achieve mutual 
goals to build trust in one another, trust  in 

the process, and accountability of the work. 

Gather member feedback early and often to 
determine “what works”. Perspective-taking is 

essential to productive problem-solving.  

Build authentic community engagement –
raise the community voice – in order to create 

effective change for that community.

Confronting the real problem requires 
proximity to the community impacted by

the problem. 

Drive social impact using a whole-
community approach. Change must occur at 

all levels to create a true  shift in culture. 

Create group identity to boost internal 
momentum and external support. ‘Belonging' 

generates purpose towards a shared vision. 

Be practical, sensible, and creative in doing the 
best you can with what you’ve got in order to 

keep things in motion and people engaged. 


